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DIRECT TESTIMONY1

2

I. INTRODUCTION3

4

Q. Please state your name, occupation, and business address.5

A. My name is Randy G. Farrar. My title is Regulatory Policy Manager for Sprint6

United Management, the management subsidiary of Sprint Nextel Corporation. My7

business address is 6450 Sprint Parkway, Overland Park, Kansas 66251.8

9

Q. What is your educational background?10

A. I received a Bachelor of Arts degree from The Ohio State University, Columbus,11

Ohio, with a major in history. Simultaneously, I completed a program for a major12

in economics. Subsequently, I received a Master of Business Administration13

degree, with an emphasis on market research, also from The Ohio State University.14

15

Q. Please summarize your work experience.16

A. I have worked for a subsidiary of Sprint Nextel Corporation (or of its Sprint17

predecessor in interest) since 1983 in the following capacities:18

- 2011 to present: Regulatory Policy Manager. I provide financial, economic,19

and policy analysis concerning interconnection, switched and special access,20

reciprocal compensation, and other telecommunications issues at both the21

state and federal level.22

23
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- 2005 to 2011: Senior Manager – Interconnection Support. I provided24

interconnection support, and financial, economic, and policy analysis25

concerning interconnection and reciprocal compensation issues.26

- 1997 to 2005: Senior Manager – Network Costs. I was an instructor for27

numerous training sessions designed to support corporate policy on pricing28

and costing theory, and to educate and support the use of various costing29

models. I was responsible for the development and support of switching,30

transport, and financial cost models concerning reciprocal compensation,31

unbundled network elements, and wholesale discounts.32

- 1992 to 1997: Manager - Network Costing and Pricing. I performed financial33

analyses for various business cases, analyzing the profitability of entering new34

markets and expanding existing markets, including Custom Calling, Centrex,35

CLASS and Advanced Intelligent Network features, CPE products, Public36

Telephone and COCOT, and intra-Local Access and Transport Area37

(“LATA”) toll. Within this time frame, I was a member of the USTA’s38

Economic Analysis Training Work Group (1994 to 1995).39

- 1987 to 1992: Manager - Local Exchange Costing. Within this time frame I40

was a member of the United States Telephone Association’s (USTA) New41

Services and Technologies Issues Subcommittee (1989 to 1992).42

- 1986 to 1987: Manager - Local Exchange Pricing. I investigated alternate43

forms of pricing and rate design, including usage sensitive rates, extended44

area service alternatives, intraLATA toll pricing, and lifeline rates.45
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- 1983 to 1986: Manager - Rate of Return, which included presentation of46

written and/or oral testimony before state public utilities commissions in47

Iowa, Nebraska, South Carolina, and Oregon.48

49

I was employed by the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio from 1978 to 1983.50

My positions were Financial Analyst (1978 - 1980) and Senior Financial Analyst51

(1980-1983). My duties included the preparation of Staff Reports of Investigation52

concerning rate of return and cost of capital. I also designed rate structures,53

evaluated construction works in progress, measured productivity, evaluated54

treatment of canceled plant, and performed financial analyses for electric, gas,55

telephone, and water utilities. I presented written and oral testimony on behalf of56

the Commission Staff in over twenty rate cases.57

58

Q. What are your responsibilities in your current position?59

In my current position, I provide financial, economic and policy analysis60

concerning interconnection and reciprocal compensation issues. My analysis61

supports negotiations, arbitrations or other proceedings between Sprint Nextel’s62

wireless and/or CLEC entities and other telecommunications carriers. I maintain a63

working understanding of the interconnection and reciprocal compensation64

provisions of the Communications Act of 1934 (“the Act’) as amended by the65

Telecommunications Act of 1996 (“the 1996 Act”) and the resulting rules and66

regulations of the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”).67

68
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Q. Have you provided testimony before other regulatory agencies?69

A. Yes. In addition to my previously referenced testifying experience, since 1995 I70

have presented written or oral testimony or affidavit before twenty-seven state71

regulatory agencies (Illinois, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Florida, North Carolina,72

Nevada, Texas, Georgia, Arizona, New York, Oklahoma, Missouri, Virginia, Iowa,73

Kentucky, Ohio, South Dakota, Tennessee, Minnesota, Arkansas, Oregon,74

Colorado, Alabama, Louisiana, California, Wisconsin, and Connecticut) and the75

FCC, concerning interconnection issues, reciprocal compensation, access reform,76

universal service, the avoided costs of resold services, local competition issues such77

as the cost of unbundled network elements, and economic burden analyses in the78

context of Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier (“ILEC”)-claimed rural exemptions.79

80

II. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF TESTIMONY81

82

Q. On whose behalf are you testifying?83

A. I am testifying on behalf of the following Sprint Nextel Corporation wireless84

subsidiary entities: SprintCom, Inc., WirelessCo, L.P. through their agent Sprint85

Spectrum L.P. and Nextel West Corp. (collectively, “Sprint”).86

87

Q. What is the scope and purpose of your testimony?88

A. The purpose of my testimony is to provide input to the Illinois Commerce89

Commission (“Commission”) in support of Sprint’s positions regarding various90

issues associated with establishing a new Interconnection Agreement between91
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Sprint and Illinois Bell Telephone Company d/b/a AT&T Illinois (“AT&T” or92

“AT&T Illinois”). The testimony of the Sprint witnesses is organized as shown in93

Exhibit JRB-1.1 attached to the Direct Testimony of Sprint witness James R. Burt.94

I am providing testimony on behalf of Sprint regarding the Issues in Exhibit JRB-95

1.1 that identify me as the Sprint witness. My testimony primarily addresses those96

Issues in the Parties’ Joint Decision Point List (“DPL”) Section IV – Transit Traffic97

Issues (Issue 33); Section V.C – Transit Traffic Compensation (Issue 43); and,98

Section V.D – Interconnection Facilities Pricing and Cost Sharing (Issues 44 – 47,99

and 49).100

101

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits to your Direct Testimony?102

A. Yes. I am sponsoring the following exhibit:103

Exhibit RGF-3.1 – AT&T 10-13-2008 FCC Letter104

105

III. THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1996 AND FCC ORDERS106

107

Q. What is the primary purpose of the 1996 Act?108

A. The very purpose of the 1996 Act is to promote competition. AT&T is the109

incumbent LEC (“ILEC”). Sprint is a wireless competitive provider of110

telecommunications services, information services and evolving internet protocol-111

based services that the FCC has yet to categorize as telecommunications or112

information services (e.g., voice over internet-protocol or “VoIP” services). The113

FCC’s interconnection rules do not restrict 1) the services an interconnected carrier114
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may offer, or 2) the traffic that can be exchanged between an interconnected carrier115

and an ILEC, based on the technology used by an interconnecting carrier. Contrary116

to the very intent of the 1996 Act, however, AT&T’s arbitration positions often117

impose restrictive interconnection terms on Sprint based on the type of traffic being118

exchanged. As indicated by the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals, the Act should be119

interpreted in a manner which promotes competition. Specifically, the Court stated:120

First, all else being equal, if a provision of the Act is vague we are121
inclined to interpret the provision in a manner which promotes122
competition. It is undisputed that Congress passed the Act with the123
intention of eliminating monopolies and fostering competition.1124

125

Q. How has the FCC’s CAF Order2 changed the relationship between carriers126

such as AT&T and Sprint?127

A. The FCC’s CAF Order has fundamentally changed the relationship between carriers128

such as Sprint and AT&T. First, the CAF Order has replaced the long-standing129

Calling Party’s Network Pays (“CPNP”) principle, which was the basic framework130

for all intercarrier compensation schemes (e.g., switched access and reciprocal131

compensation). The FCC explicitly replaces CPNP with a new paradigm, Bill-and-132

Keep. Specifically, the FCC stated:133

Consistent with the National Broadband Plan’s recommendation to phase out134
regulated per-minute intercarrier compensation charges, in this section we135
adopt bill-and-keep as the default methodology for all intercarrier136
compensation traffic. We believe setting an end state for all traffic will137
promote the transition to IP networks, provide a more predictable path for the138
industry and investors, and anchor the reform process that will ultimately free139

1 WWC License, L.L.C. v. Nebraska Public Service Commission, 459 F.3d 880, 891 (8th Cir.
2006).
2 In the Matter of Connect America Fund, et al; WC Docket No. 10-90, et al; FCC 11-161; Report
and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking; Adopted October 27, 2011, Released
November 18, 2011 (“CAF Order”).
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consumers from shouldering the hidden multi-billion dollar subsidies140
embedded in the current system.3 (Footnotes omitted, bold emphasis added.)141

142

The FCC made it clear that both the originating party and the terminating party143

benefit from a call, and that both the originating carrier and terminating carriers144

benefit from the call, and both carriers “cause” the call. Specifically, the FCC145

stated:146

Bill-and-Keep Is Consistent with Cost Causation Principles. As the147
USF/ICC Transformation NPRM observed, “[u]nderlying historical pricing148
policies for termination of traffic was the assumption that the calling party149
was the sole beneficiary and sole cost-causer of a call.” However, as one150
regulatory group has observed, if the called party did not benefit from151
incoming calls, “users would either turn off their phone or not pick up calls.”152
This is particularly true given the prevalence of caller ID, the availability of153
the national do-not-call registry, and the option of having unlisted telephone154
numbers. More recent analyses have recognized that both parties generally155
benefit from participating in a call, and therefore, that both parties156
should split the cost of the call. That line of economic research finds that the157
most efficient termination charge is less than incremental cost, and could be158
negative.4 (Footnotes omitted, bold emphasis added.)159

160

The FCC also made it clear that Bill-and-Keep is appropriate even when traffic is161

not balanced. Specifically, the FCC stated:162

Bill-and-Keep Is Appropriate Even If Traffic Is Imbalanced. The163
Commission initially permitted states to impose bill-and-keep arrangements164
on providers, but did so with the caveat that traffic should be roughly in165
balance. At the time, the Commission reasoned that carriers incur costs for166
terminating traffic, and bill-and-keep may not enable the recovery of such167
costs from other carriers. The Commission also expressed concern that, in a168
reciprocal compensation arrangement, bill-and-keep may “distort carriers’169
incentives, encouraging them to overuse competing carriers’ termination170
facilities by seeking customers that primarily originate traffic.”171

172
In light of technological advancements and our rejection of the calling party173
network pays model in favor of a model that better tracks cost causation174

3 CAF Order, at paragraph 736.
4 CAF Order, at paragraph 744.
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principles, we revisit the Commission’s prior concerns and conclusions175
supporting the “balanced traffic limitation.” First, we reject claims that, as a176
policy matter, bill-and-keep is only appropriate in the case of roughly177
balanced traffic. Concerns about the balance of traffic exchanged reflect the178
view that the calling party’s network should bear all the costs of a call. Given179
the understanding that both the calling and called party benefit from a180
call, the “direction” of the traffic—i.e., which network is originating or181
terminating the call—is no longer as relevant. Under bill-and-keep,182
“success in the marketplace will reflect a carrier’s ability to serve customers183
efficiently, rather than its ability to extract payments from other carriers.”184
Additionally, bill-and-keep is most consistent with the models used for185
wireless and IP networks, models that have flourished and promoted186
innovation and investment without any symmetry or balanced traffic187
requirement.5 (Footnotes omitted, bold emphasis added.)188

189

Finally, the FCC established Bill-and-Keep as the immediate default compensation190

methodology for non-access traffic between LECs and CMRS carriers such as191

Sprint. Specifically, the FCC stated:192

CMRS Providers. As noted above, CMRS providers will be subject to the193
transition applicable to price cap carriers. Although CMRS providers are194
subject to mandatory detariffing, these providers are included to the extent195
their reciprocal compensation rates are inconsistent with the reforms we adopt196
here. In section XV, we also address compensation for non-access traffic197
exchanged between LECs and CMRS providers. As we detail in that section,198
we immediately adopt bill-and-keep as the default compensation199
methodology for non-access traffic exchanged between LECs and CMRS200
providers under section 20.11 of our rules and Part 51.6 (Footnotes omitted,201
bold emphasis added.)202

203

Q. What is the significance of the most recent FCC CAF Order ?204

A. As discussed in more detail below, for purposes of my testimony I believe the CAF205

Order (particularly its recognition that any given call benefits both parties and206

explicitly rejecting the CPNP principle for compensation purposes) supports207

Sprint’s contention that Interconnection facilities should be shared equally.208

5 CAF Order, at paragraphs 755 – 756.
6 CAF Order, at paragraph 806.
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Furthermore, the CAF Order’s adoption of Bill-and-Keep as the default209

methodology for intercarrier compensation issues supports Mark Felton’s testimony210

regarding Bill-and-Keep for traffic usage.211

212

IV. ISSUES213

214

Section IV – Transit Traffic Issues215

216

Issue 33 [Section IV(3)] – What are the appropriate indemnification provisions for217

charges imposed by the Third Party Terminating Carrier to AT&T ILLINOIS?218

219

Q. Please summarize Sprint’s position on this issue.220

A. Carriers routinely interconnect indirectly and pay a transit provider to deliver traffic221

to a Third Party. The parties have agreed upon almost all of the provisions222

regarding AT&T’s transiting of Sprint-originated traffic to Third Parties that, like223

Sprint, will be interconnected to the AT&T network. AT&T, however, seeks224

overbroad and unlimited indemnification that it simply is not entitled to from225

Sprint, i.e., for “any and all Losses” related to such traffic. Sprint has no226

independent obligation to indemnify AT&T at all for this traffic. If the Third Party227

believes that it is entitled to compensation, and tries to collect from AT&T, AT&T228

should assert that it is not AT&T traffic and direct the Third Party to Sprint. For229

that matter, the Third Party carrier should know from the call detail records that230
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Sprint is the originating carrier and should raise any issues with the traffic directly231

with Sprint.232

233

In an effort to resolve this issue, Sprint is willing to indemnify AT&T, but only to234

the extent a Third Party may legitimately be able to recover terminating235

compensation charges from Sprint – assuming such carrier has pursued its rights236

under the Act to receive payment from Sprint for Sprint-originated traffic – i.e., for237

“valid” Third Party § 251(b)(5) charges associated with such traffic that a238

regulatory agency or court may order AT&T to pay. The requirement that any239

charges be ordered by a regulatory agency or court, and be “valid” under Section240

251(b)(5) is intended to allow Sprint the opportunity to contest the validity of any241

such charges that a Third Party may attempt to assert against AT&T or Sprint.242

Absent such an order, AT&T has no liability for such charges unless it voluntarily243

entered into a legacy contract to pay such charges (e.g., an outdated intraLATA toll244

arrangement) – and if that is the case, it would be frivolous for AT&T to even245

attempt to have Sprint pay for charges AT&T voluntarily agrees to pay.246

247

Thus, the Interconnection Agreement should not require Sprint to indemnify248

AT&T. AT&T is not entitled to indemnification for costs that AT&T should not be249

paying a terminating carrier in the first place. If Sprint is required to indemnify250

AT&T, AT&T would have no incentive to challenge these improper charges.251

Rather, AT&T may find it easier to simply pay the improper charges and seek252

indemnification from Sprint. There is no basis for Sprint to indemnify AT&T.253
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254

Q. What is AT&T’s position on this issue?255

A. As I understand AT&T’s position, AT&T would require Sprint to reimburse AT&T256

for any compensation charges billed to AT&T by any Third Party for Sprint257

originated traffic. In addition to any termination charges, this would include258

interest and legal expenses incurred by AT&T. Finally, AT&T would force Sprint259

to enter into interconnection agreements with all Third Party carriers to whom260

Sprint terminates traffic in order to assure that AT&T is never billed by any Third261

Party terminating carrier.262

263

Q. Why does Sprint object to AT&T’s position on this issue?264

A. AT&T’s proposed language would allow a Third Party carrier to improperly bill265

AT&T for terminating Sprint-originated traffic, and if AT&T chose to pay this266

improper bill, AT&T’s language would require Sprint to compensate AT&T for that267

improper bill.268

269

Q. Is there any reason for a Third Party terminating carrier to seek compensation270

from AT&T for terminating Sprint-originated traffic?271

A. No, there is no reason that a Third Party terminating carrier either would or should272

seek compensation from AT&T for Sprint-originated traffic simply because Sprint273

and the terminating carrier may be exchanging traffic without a compensation274

agreement.275

276
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It is my understanding that AT&T provides terminating Third Party carriers with277

industry standard 110101 records to identify transit traffic that AT&T delivers to278

such terminating Third Party carriers. These records identify the originating carrier279

if the Third Party is not otherwise able to identify and measure AT&T transit traffic280

using its own systems. Additionally, there is no dispute that Sprint has agreed to281

send CPN and other appropriate information, as applicable, for calls delivered to282

AT&T Illinois’s network. 7 AT&T presumably uses this information to populate283

the 110101 records it sends to the terminating Third Party carriers.284

285

Unless AT&T is a party to a compensation arrangement with a terminating Third286

Party, there is no basis for a terminating Third Party to seek payment from AT&T287

for AT&T identified Sprint-originated traffic. If, however, AT&T has288

compensation arrangements with Third Parties to pay for traffic that AT&T does289

not originate, that is a matter between AT&T and such terminating Third Parties.290

291

Indeed, AT&T and the major wireless carriers (including AT&T’s wireless entity),292

previously litigated alongside AT&T and against RLECs throughout the Southeast293

to make clear a tandem-provider is not responsible for termination charges294

7 5.3.4 Sprint shall be responsible for sending CPN and other appropriate information, as
applicable, for calls delivered to AT&T ILLINOIS’s network. Sprint shall not strip, alter,
modify, add, delete, change, or incorrectly assign or re-assign any CPN. If AT&T ILLINOIS
identifies improper, incorrect, or fraudulent use of local exchange services, or identifies stripped,
altered, modified, added, deleted, changed, and/or incorrectly assigned CPN, then Sprint agrees to
cooperate to investigate and take corrective action. If Sprint is sending CPN to AT&T
ILLINOIS, but AT&T ILLINOIS is not receiving proper CPN information, then Sprint will work
cooperatively with AT&T ILLINOIS to correct the problem.
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associated with Third Party originated transit traffic. The establishment of that295

principle did not, however, automatically relieve AT&T from any outdated AT&T-296

terminating RLEC arrangements which AT&T has not diligently sought to bring in297

compliance with federal law and, therefore, may still obligate itself to pay298

inappropriate termination charges. Such compensation arrangements between299

AT&T and a terminating Third Party are addressed in AT&T’s Interconnection300

agreement with the Third Party. If AT&T is still party to agreements with a Third301

Party to pay for termination of Sprint-originated traffic, that is a contract obligation302

that AT&T independently created for itself over which Sprint had no control and,303

therefore, should have no indemnification liability. AT&T’s position is an304

improper attempt by AT&T to shift to Sprint independent obligations that AT&T305

may have contractually obligated itself to pay terminating Third Parties.306

307

Q. What should AT&T do if it is levied with charges by a Third Party for which308

AT&T has not agreed to pay?309

A. If AT&T has not otherwise contractually agreed to compensate the Third Party, and310

that Third Party sends AT&T a bill, then AT&T should not pay that bill. AT&T311

cannot simply pay these bills and then expect Sprint to automatically reimburse312

AT&T for its actions. AT&T should inform the Third Party that the traffic belongs313

to Sprint.314

315

Q. Does Sprint have any legal obligation to enter into an Interconnection316

Agreement with any and all Third Party carriers?317
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A. No, Sprint has no legal obligation to automatically enter into a compensation318

agreement with any and all Third Party carriers with which it exchanges traffic.319

Federal law does not require Sprint to establish agreements with AT&T’s320

subtending carriers as a pre-requisite to obtaining transit services from AT&T. In321

fact, Sprint routinely exchanges traffic with Third Party carriers without a322

compensation agreement.323

324

Q. Under what circumstances will Sprint agree to indemnify AT&T?325

A. Sprint is only willing to indemnify AT&T for “valid” Third Party § 251(b)(5)326

charges associated with such traffic that a regulatory agency or court may order327

AT&T to pay. As between Sprint, AT&T and a Third Party that terminates Sprint-328

originated traffic, no such charges exist.329

330

Q. What language does Sprint recommend the Commission adopt?331

A. Sprint recommends the Commission adopt the following language:332

5.3.3 If Sprint originates Transit Traffic destined for a Third Party333
Terminating Carrier with whom Sprint does not have a traffic compensation334
arrangement, and a regulatory agency or court orders AT&T ILLINOIS to pay335
such Third Party Terminating Carrier for the Transit Traffic AT&T ILLINOIS336
has delivered to the Third Party Terminating Carrier, then Sprint will337
indemnify AT&T ILLINOIS for any such valid 251(b)(5) termination charges338
related to such regulatory agency or court order. The Parties will follow the339
Indemnification Procedures contained in Section 16.2 of the General Terms340
and Conditions.341

342
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Section V – Compensation Issues343

344

Section V.C – Transit Traffic Compensation345

346

Issue 43 [Section V.C(1)] – What is the appropriate rate that a Transit Service347

Provider should charge for Transit Traffic Service?348

349

Q. Please summarize Sprint’s position on this issue.350

A. It is Sprint’s position that:351

(1) AT&T must provide Transit Traffic Service per § 251 of the Act;352

(2) AT&T must provide Transit Traffic Service at TELRIC-based rates per353

§ 252 of the Act; and354

(3) since AT&T has not offered a TELRIC-based rate, one-half of the current355

reciprocal compensation rate, or $0.00035, is a reasonable proxy until356

AT&T provides TELRIC-based rates.357

358

Q. What is AT&T’s position on this issue?359

A. It is my understanding that AT&T’s position in Illinois is that AT&T is willing to360

provide Transit Traffic Service at tariffed rates. AT&T has not asserted that its361

tariffed rates are TELRIC-based.362

363

Q. Please discuss Sprint’s position on this issue.364
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A. First, it is Sprint’s position that AT&T’s provision of Transit Traffic Service is365

subject to §§ 251(a) and 251(c)(2)(A) through (D) of the Act. Transit Traffic366

Service is the means by which carriers achieve indirect interconnection. Quite367

simply, Transit Traffic Service is “how” Indirect Interconnection is implemented.368

369

Second, § 251(c)(2)(D) requires Interconnection transmission and routing services370

to be at rates that are “in accordance with … the requirements of section 252 of this371

title.” The 252(d) pricing standard that has been established by the FCC is Total372

Element Long-Run Incremental Cost (“TELRIC”). Therefore, as part of § 251373

interconnection, transit should be provided at a TELRIC-based rate.374

375

Third, absent an existing TELRIC-based rate, transit should be provided at376

$0.00035 (i.e., 1/2 the current reciprocal compensation rate of $0.0007) on an377

interim basis until a TELRIC rate is established. This rate applies only to Sprint378

originated Transit Traffic Service traffic.379

1. AT&T must provide Transit Traffic Service per § 251 of the Act380

381

Q. Does § 251 of the Act require AT&T to provide transit Traffic Service?382

A. Yes. §§ 251(c)(2)(A) through (D) expressly provide that AT&T is required to383

provide:384

“interconnection with [AT&T’s] network … (A) for the transmission and385
routing of telephone exchange service and exchange access … (B) at any386
technically feasible point within [AT&T’s] network (C) that is at least equal in387
quality to that provided … to itself or to any subsidiary, affiliate, or any other388
party to which [AT&T provides interconnection … (D) on rates, terms and389
conditions that are just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory, in accordance with390
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the terms and conditions of the agreement and the requirements of this section391
and section 252 of this title.”392

393

§ 251(c)(2) does not contain any qualifier to limit the transmission and routing that394

AT&T must provide on a non-discriminatory basis to transmission and routing395

between only Sprint and AT&T end offices. It is undisputable that AT&T provides396

“transmission and routing” of traffic exchanged not just between AT&T end397

offices, but between AT&T end offices and the networks of Third Parties that are398

Interconnected with the AT&T network. Under the plain language of § 251(c)(2),399

AT&T is required to provide this same transmission and routing between Sprint and400

such Third Parties that AT&T provides itself.401

402

Q. What is the existing arrangement between the parties regarding AT&T’s403

provision of Transit Traffic Service?404

A. AT&T provides Transit Traffic Service to Sprint pursuant to the parties’ current405

Interconnection Agreements.406

407

Q. What is indirect interconnection?408

A. According to the FCC, “Carriers are said to be indirectly interconnected to the409

extent they use transit services to exchange traffic.”8 Thus, indirect interconnection410

is the use of a Third Party transit provider in the middle to link the originating411

8 In the Matter of the Petition of WorldCom, Inc. Pursuant to Section 252(e)(5) of the
Communications Act for Preemption of the Jurisdiction of the Virginia State Corporation
Commission Regarding Interconnection Disputes with Verizon Virginia Inc., and for Expedited
Arbitration, et. al., FCC, CC Docket No. 00-218, et. al., Released July 17, 2002, ¶ 218 (“FCC VA
Arbitration Order”).
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carrier network on one end of a call to the terminating carrier network on the other412

end of a call.413

414

Q. May Sprint or any other carrier choose to interconnect with another carrier415

either directly or indirectly?416

A. Yes. Under § 251(a)(1) of the Act, any carrier may choose to interconnect either417

directly or indirectly with any other carrier. Specifically, § 251(a)(1) states:418

Each telecommunications carrier has the duty to interconnect directly or419
indirectly with the facilities and equipment of other telecommunications420
carriers. (Emphasis added.)421

422

The FCC, at 47 C.F.R. §§ 20.3 and 51.5, further defines interconnection as follows:423

[20.3] Interconnection or Interconnected. Direct or indirect connection424
through automatic or manual means (by wire, microwave, or other425
technologies such as store and forward) to permit the transmission or426
reception of messages or signals to or from points in the public switched427
network. (Emphasis added.)428

429
[51.5] Interconnection is the linking of two networks for the mutual430
exchange of traffic. (Emphasis added.)431

432

Note that this obligation applies to each carrier. In other words, the originating433

carrier chooses whether to deliver its traffic directly or indirectly to the terminating434

carrier.435

436

Q. Thus, Sprint or any other carrier may deliver its originating traffic to another437

carrier either directly or indirectly?438
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A. Yes. Sprint or any other carrier may choose to deliver its originating traffic directly439

to another carrier, or indirectly to another carrier through a Third Party transit440

provider such as AT&T, as shown in the following Diagram 1.441

Diagram 1442
Direct and Indirect Interconnection443

444

AT&T
Tandem

Sprint Other
Network Carrier's

NetworkDirect Interconnection

Indirect Interconnection

445

446

Q. Why is AT&T’s obligation to provide Transit Traffic Service important?447

A. § 251(a)(1) of the Act requires all telecommunications carriers to interconnect with448

other carriers either directly or indirectly, but does not dictate which method. Each449

originating carrier has the choice to interconnect directly or indirectly with any450

other carrier. It is for the originating carrier to decide what method of451

interconnection may be most economically advantageous and efficient for that452

carrier’s given circumstances at any given time. Indirect interconnection is453

achievable only if transiting is available. Generally, only the incumbent local454

exchange carrier (“ILEC”) has ubiquitous interconnections throughout a specific455

geographic area to enable widespread indirect interconnection. If the incumbent456

LEC is not obligated to provide transit service, § 251(a)(1) of the Act has little457

meaning.458

459
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Q. Has the FCC noted the critical importance of transit service?460

A. Yes. The FCC has noted the critical importance of transit service. Specifically, the461

FCC stated:462

… the record suggests that the availability of transit service is increasingly463
critical to establishing indirect interconnection – a form of interconnection464
explicitly recognized and supported by the Act. It is evident that competitive465
LECs, CMRS carriers, and rural LECs often rely on transit service from the466
incumbent LECs to facilitate indirect interconnection with each other.467
Without the continued availability of transit service, carriers that are indirectly468
interconnected may have no efficient means by which to route traffic between469
their respective networks.9470

471

Q. While the FCC hasn’t “expressly” ruled so, has the FCC implicitly ruled that472

transit is subject to § 251(c)?473

A. Yes, it has. In 2002, the FCC ruled that any agreement by an ILEC “that creates an474

ongoing obligation pertaining to resale, number portability, dialing parity, access to475

rights-of-way, reciprocal compensation, interconnection, unbundled network476

elements, or collocation is an interconnection agreement that must be filed” with the477

state commission for approval,10 but that “only those agreements that contain an478

ongoing obligation relating to section 251(b) or (c) must be filed under479

252(a)(1).”11480

481

9 In the Matter of Developing a Unified Intercarrier Compensation Regime; CC Docket No. 01-
92; Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking; 20 FCC Rcd. 4685, P 125; Released March 3, 2005.
10 Qwest Communications International Inc. Petition for Declaratory Ruling on the Scope of the
Duty to File and Obtain Prior Approval of Negotiated Contractual Arrangements under Section
252(a)(1); 17 FCC Rcd. 19337 (FCC 02-276); Memorandum Opinion and Order; released
October 4, 2002; at ¶ 8; (“Qwest Declaratory Ruling”) (emphasis omitted).
11 Qwest Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd. at ¶ 8 n.26 (emphasis omitted).
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Subsequently, the FCC proposed to fine Qwest $9,000,000 for failing to file certain482

agreements with the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission and the Arizona483

Corporation Commission.12 The Minnesota PUC found that all of the Minnesota484

agreements were interconnection agreements under the Qwest Declaratory Ruling,13485

and the FCC agreed.14486

487

One of the agreements that Qwest failed to file with the Minnesota PUC was a488

transit agreement, and two others were agreements for Qwest to provide call detail489

records for transit traffic.15 By agreeing with the Minnesota PUC that these were490

interconnection agreements under the Qwest Declaratory Ruling, the FCC491

necessarily ruled that they were agreements that contain an ongoing obligation492

relating to § 251(b) or (c). Because transit is not one of the obligations imposed by493

§ 251(b), it must be subject to § 251(c).494

495

Q. Has the Illinois Commerce Commission noted the critical importance of transit496

service?497

A. Yes. Specifically, the Commission has noted the critical importance of transit498

service. Specifically, the Commission stated:499

This Commission now confirms that ILEC transiting promotes500
telecommunications competition and efficiency (both economic and501

12 In the Matter of Qwest Corporation Apparent Liability for Forfeiture, File No. EB-03-IH-0263,
19 FCC Rcd. 5169 (FCC 04-57); Notice of Apparent Liability for Forfeiture; released March 12,
2004. (“Qwest NAL”).
13 Qwest NAL at ¶ 15.
14 Id. at ¶ 39.
15 If an agreement to provide transit call detail records is an interconnection agreement that must
be filed, an agreement to provide transit service obviously must also be such an agreement.
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technical), that it is an essential element of carrier interconnection under the502
Illinois PUA, and that a transiting requirement is not inconsistent with the503
Federal Act.16504

505

Q. Have other state commissions decided that ILECs are obligated to provide506

transit services pursuant to §§ 251 / 252 or other state requirements?507

A. Yes, there is wide consensus on this issue. At least eighteen other state508

commissions have explicitly concluded that ILECs such as AT&T must provide509

transiting services pursuant to §§ 251 / 252 or other state requirements. These510

eighteen states are Alabama,17 Arkansas,18 California,19 Colorado,20 Connecticut,21511

16 Level 3 Communications, L.L.C Petition for Arbitration Pursuant to Section 252(b) of the
Communications Act of 1934, as amended by the Telecommunications Act of 1996, and the
Applicable State Laws for Rates, Terms, and Conditions of Interconnection with Illinois Bell
Telephone Company (SBC Illinois); Illinois Commerce Commission Docket No. 04-0428;
Administrative Law Judge’s Proposed Arbitration Decision; dated December 23, 2004. This
docket was subsequently settled without a final commission order.
17 Petition for Arbitration of the Interconnection Agreement Between BellSouth
Telecommunications, Inc. and Intermedia Communications Inc. Pursuant to Section 252(b) of the
Telecommunications Act of 1996; Alabama Public Service Commission Docket No. 99-00948;
Order dated July 11, 2000, page 122.
18 In the matter of Telcove Investment, LLC’s Petition for Arbitration Pursuant to Section 252(b)
of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended by the Telecommunications Act of 1996, and
Applicable State Laws for Rates, Terms, and Conditions of Interconnection with Southwestern
Bell Telephone, L.P. d/b/a SBC Arkansas; Arkansas Public Service Commission Docket No. 04-
167-U; Order No. 10; September 15, 2005, page 58.
19 Application by Pacific Bell Telephone Company d/b/a SBC California (U 1001 C) for
Arbitration of an Interconnection Agreement with MCImetro Access Transmission Services LLC
(U 5253 C) Pursuant to Section 252(b) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996; California Public
Utilities Commission Decision 06-08-029; Application 05-05-027; August 24, 2006, page 9;
20 In the Matter of the Petition of AT&T Wireless Services, Inc., for Arbitration of an
Interconnection Agreement with US West Communications, Inc., Pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 252;
Public Utilities Commission of the State of Colorado Docket No. 97A-110T; Commission
Decision Regarding Petition for Arbitration; Adopted July 26, 1997, page 17.
21 Petition of Youghiogheny Communications – Northeast, LLC d/b/a Pocket Communications for
a Declaratory Ruling that the Southern New England Telephone Company d/b/a AT&T
Connecticut is in Violation of Section 16-247B of the Connecticut General Statutes and the
Department’s Orders in Docket No. 02-01-23 Relating to Transit Traffic and Federal and State
Laws and Regulations Relating to the Transit Traffic Factor; State of Connecticut Department of
Public Utility Control Docket No. 08-12-04; Decision dated October 7, 2009.
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Florida,22 Indiana,23 Kansas,24 Kentucky,25 Massachusetts,26 Michigan,27512

Missouri,28 Nebraska,29 North Carolina,30 Ohio,31 Oklahoma,32 Texas,33 and513

Wisconsin.34514

22 Joint petition by TDS Telecom d/b/a/ TDS Telecom/Quincy Telephone, et. al. objecting to and
requesting suspension and cancellation of proposed transit traffic service tariff filed by BellSouth
Telecommunications, Inc., Florida Public Service Commission Docket Nos. 05-0119-TP and 05-
0125-TP; Order on BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc.’s Transit Traffic Service Tariff; Order
No. PSC-06-0776-FOF-TP; issued September 18, 2006, page 17.
23 In the Matter of Level 3 Communications, LLC’s Petition for Arbitration Pursuant to Section
252(b) of the Communications Act of 1934, as Amended by the Telecommunications Act of 1996,
and Applicable State Laws for Rates, Terms, and Conditions of Interconnection with Indiana Bell
Telephone Company d/b/a SBC Indiana; Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission Cause No.
42663 INT-01; approved December 22, 2004, page 12;. Vacated at request of parties who had
negotiated 13-state ICA, March 16, 2005.
24 In the Matter of arbitration Between Level 3 Communications, LLC and SBC Communications,
Inc., Pursuant to Section 252(b) of the Communications Act of 1934, as Amended by the
Telecommunications Act of 1996, for Rates, Terms, and Conditions of Interconnection; Kansas
Corporation Commission Docket No. 04-L3CT-1046-ARB; February 4, 2005, page 283.
25 Joint Petition for Arbitration of NewSouth Communications Corp., NUVOX Communications,
Inc., KMC Telecom V, Inc., KMC Telecom III LLC, and Xspedius Communications, LLC on
Behalf of its Operating Subsidiaries Xspedius Management Co. Switched Services, LLC, Xspedius
Management Co. of Lexington, LLC and Xspedius Management Co. of Louisville, LLC of an
Interconnection Agreement with BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. Pursuant to Section 252(b)
of the Communications Act of 1934, as Amended; Kentucky Public Service Commission Case No.
2004-00044; March 14, 2006, page 18.
26 Petitions of MediaOne Telecommunications of Massachusetts, Inc. and New England
Telephone and Telegraph Company d/b/a Bell Atlantic-Massachusetts for arbitration, pursuant to
Section 252(b) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 to establish an interconnection agreement,
et al.; Massachusetts Department of Telecommunications and Energy Docket Nos. 99-42/43, 99-
52; August 25, 1999, page 122.
27 In the matter of the petition of Michigan Bell Telephone Company, d/b/a/ SBC Michigan, for
arbitration of interconnection rates, terms, and conditions, and related arrangements with
MCIMetro Access transmission Services, LLC, pursuant to Section 252b of the
Telecommunications Act of 1996; Michigan Public Service Commission Case No. U-13758;
August 18, 2003, page 46.
28 Petition of Socket Telecom, LLC for Compulsory Arbitration of Interconnection Agreements
with CenturyTel of Missouri, LLC and Spectra Communications, LLC, pursuant to Section
251(b)(1) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996; Missouri Public Service Commission Case No.
TO-2006-0299; Issued June 27, 2006, page 47.
29 In the Matter of the Application of Cox Nebraska Telecom, LLC, Omaha, seeking arbitration
and approval of an interconnection agreement pursuant to Section 252 of the
Telecommunications Act of 1996, with Qwest Corporation, Denver, Colorado; Nebraska Public
Service Commission Application No. C-3796; Order Approving Agreement; Entered January 29,
2008.
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515

Q. Please summarize your testimony regarding transit as a § 251 obligation.516

A. The Act allows any carrier to interconnect with any other carrier on a direct or517

indirect basis. AT&T’s § 251(c)(2) obligations require AT&T to transmit and route518

traffic for Sprint as AT&T does for itself, which necessarily includes transmission519

and routing of traffic exchanged with third parties that are interconnected with520

AT&T. Further, if AT&T did not have such an obligation, indirect interconnection521

pursuant to § 251(a) and 251(c)(2) of the Act has little meaning.522

523

2. Transit Traffic Service is Subject to Forward-Looking Economic Cost-524

Based Rates (TELRIC)525

526

Q. What is the appropriate pricing standard for Interconnection?527

30 In the Matter of Joint Petition of NewSouth Communications Corp. et al. for Arbitration with
BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc.; North Carolina Utilities Commission Docket No. P-772,
Sub 8; Docket No. P-913, Sub 5; Docket No. P-989, Sub 3; Docket No. P-824, Sub 6; Docket No.
P-1202, Sub 4; July 26, 2005, page 130.
31 In the Matter of the Establishment of Carrier-to-Carrier Rules In the Matter of the Commission
Ordered Investigation of the Existing Local Exchange Competition Guidelines In the Matter of
the Commission Review of the Regulatory Framework for Competitive Telecommunications
Services Under Chapter 4927, Revised Code; Public Utilities Commission of Ohio Case No. 06-
1344-TP-ORD; Case No. 99-998-TP-COI; Case No. 99-563-TP-COI; November 21, 2006, page
52.
32 Petition of CLEC Coalition for Arbitration Against Southwestern Bell Telephone, L.P. d/b/a
SBC Oklahoma Under Section 252(b)(1) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996; Oklahoma
Corporation Commission Cause Nos. PUD 200400497 and 200400496; Order No. 522119; Final
Order; dated March 24, 2006.
33 Arbitration of Non-Costing Issues for Successor Interconnection Agreements to the Texas 271
Agreement; Public Utility Commission of Texas P.U.C. Docket No. 28821; Arbitration Award –
Track 1 Issues; February 22, 2005, page 23.
34 Investigation on the Commission’s Own Motion Into the Treatment of Transiting Traffic; Public
Service Commission of Wisconsin Docket No. 5-TI-1068; Final Decision dated December 11,
2006; at page 7 [Wisconsin Transiting Traffic Order].
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A. The Act established the following cost-based pricing standard for both § 251(c)(2)528

Interconnection services and 251(c)(3) network elements:529

(1) Determinations by a State commission of the just and reasonable rate for530
the interconnection of facilities and equipment for purposes of subsection531
(c)(2) of section 251 of this title, and the just and reasonable rate for network532
elements for purposes of subsection (c)(3) of such section-533

534
(A) shall be –535

(i) based on the cost (determined without reference to a rate-of-536
return or other rate-based proceeding) of providing the537
interconnection or network element (whichever is applicable),538
and539

(ii) nondiscriminatory; and540
(B) may include a reasonable profit.541

542
543

Q. How do the FCC rules implement the Act’s pricing standard with respect to544

methods of Interconnection?545

A. As I also discuss later in this testimony with regard to the pricing of direct546

Interconnection facilities, in order to promote competition, the FCC established a547

framework which would prevent ILECs such as AT&T from raising costs and rates548

for interconnection in order to deter competitive entry. The FCC’s Local549

Competition Order explicitly requires that Interconnection services be priced “in a550

manner that reflects the way they are incurred”. Specifically, the FCC’s Local551

Competition Order states,552

We conclude, as a general rule, that incumbent LECs’ rates for553
interconnection and unbundled elements must recover costs in a manner that554
reflects the way they are incurred. This will conform to the 1996 Act’s555
requirement that rates be cost-based, ensure requesting carriers have the556
right incentives to construct and use public network facilities efficiently, and557
prevent incumbent LECs from inefficiently raising costs in order to deter558
entry. We note that this conclusion should facilitate competition on a559
reasonable and efficient basis by all firms in the industry by establishing560
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prices for interconnection and unbundled network elements based on costs561
similar to those incurred by the incumbents…35 (Emphasis added.)562

563

47 C.F.R § 51.501 explicitly sets the same forward-looking cost standard (TELRIC)564

for both interconnection and unbundled network elements. Specifically, 47 C.F.R §565

51.501 states,566

(a) The rules in this subpart apply to the pricing of network elements,567
interconnection, and methods of obtaining access to unbundled elements,568
including physical collocation and virtual collocation.569

570
(b) As used in this subpart, the term “element” includes network elements,571
interconnection, and methods of obtaining access to unbundled elements,572
including physical collocation and virtual collocation. (Emphasis added.)573

574

The Forward-Looking Economic Cost standard is imposed pursuant to 47 C.F.R. §575

51.503 as further provided in 47 C.F.R. §§ 51.505 and 51.511, which is defined as576

TELRIC plus a “reasonable allocation of forward-looking common costs.”577

In the context of Transit Traffic Service, such Interconnection is provided on a per-578

minute-of-use basis, thereby requiring a TELRIC-based Transit Traffic Service rate.579

580

Q. Why is AT&T’s obligation to provide Transit Traffic Service at cost-based581

rates important?582

A. As discussed above, if AT&T is not obligated to provide Transit Traffic Service,583

§ 251(a)(1) and 251(c)(2) of the Act has little meaning. Likewise, if AT&T is584

obligated to provide Transit Traffic Services, but is free to charge whatever rate it585

wants, such as a self-defined “market rate” or another rate that is not based on the586

35 Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in the Telecommunications Act of 1996,
First Report and Order, FCC 96-325, CC Docket No. 96-98, Released August 8, 1996, paragraph
743. (“Local Competition Order”)
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forward-looking economic cost of providing that service, interconnecting carriers587

seeking such transmission and routing are at a distinct competitive disadvantage588

when compared to AT&T, which is able to provide Transit Traffic Services to itself589

at economic cost.590

591

Q. Have other state commissions explicitly found that ILECs must provide transit592

at forward-looking economic cost-based prices pursuant to § 252?593

A. Yes. Since each of the eighteen states mentioned above have concluded that ILECs594

such as AT&T must provide Transit Traffic Service pursuant to § 251 of the Act,595

implicitly it follows that § 252 pricing rules apply. In addition, at least ten of these596

states have explicitly stated that transiting must be priced at TSLRIC or TELRIC.36597

598

Q. Please summarize your testimony on the applicability of TELRIC pricing.599

A. Because AT&T must provide Transit Traffic Service subject to § 251 of the Act, it600

logically follows that the prices for AT&T Transit Traffic Service are subject to601

§ 252 of the Act; i.e., they must be provided at TELRIC.602

603

3. TELRIC-Based Rate for Transit Traffic Service604

605

Q. What are AT&T’s current rates for Transit Traffic Service provided to606

Sprint?607

36 Texas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio,
Connecticut, and Nebraska. Citations to these decisions have been provided earlier herein.
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A. AT&T’s current rates for Transit Traffic Service, $0.005118 for Sprint and608

$0.005318 for Nextel, are well above a cost-based rate. The AT&T current tariffed609

rate which is the proposed contract rate for Transit Traffic Service is $0.00503437,610

is also well above a cost-based rate.611

612

Q. Is AT&T’s proposed contract rate of $0.005034 for Transit Traffic Service613

TELRIC-compliant?614

A. No, AT&T’s proposed rate for Transit Traffic Service is not TELRIC-compliant.615

While it is my understanding that the Commission established a TELRIC-based rate616

for transit in Docket No. 98-0396, those rates are by definition, no longer TELRIC617

compliant.618

619

Q. Why are AT&T’s proposed transit rates not TELRIC-compliant?620

A. AT&T’s proposed transit rates were apparently developed in the 1998 – 2001621

timeframe. Thus, these rates are 11 – 14 years old. There have been dramatic622

changes in switching technology and network costs that make such rates,623

necessarily, no longer TELRIC-compliant. Simply put, the FCC requires that624

TELRIC rates reflect current technology. Specifically, 47 C.F.R. § 51.505(b)(1)625

states:626

Efficient Network Configuration. The total element long-run incremental cost627
of an element should be measured based on the use of the most efficient628
telecommunications technology currently available and the lowest cost629

37 ILL. C.C. NO. 22; PART 23, SECTION 2, 1st Revised Sheet 4; $0.005034 is the sum of
Tandem Switching of $0.004836, Tandem Transport of $0.000189, and Tandem Transport
Facility of $0.000009.
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network configuration, given the existing location of the incumbent LEC’s630
wire centers. (Bold emphasis added.)631

632

In the 1998 – 2001 timeframe, the technology used in every TELRIC cost study633

with which I am familiar assumed the use of digital circuit switches, such as the634

Nortel DMS-100/200 or Lucent 5ESS. That appears to be the case of the rates635

developed in Docket No. 98-0396. Circuit switching was, in fact, the “most636

efficient telecommunications technology currently available” at that time.637

638

However, that is simply no longer the case. To my knowledge, no carrier has639

installed such a switch in more than ten years. All recent and current switch640

installations involve a new switching technology referred to as packet switching or641

softswitches.38 Based on my extensive cost model experience, packet switching is642

significantly less costly than circuit switching. AT&T acknowledged this643

undeniable fact in its October 13, 2008 letter to the FCC (see Exhibit RGF-3.1).644

645

Simply put, any transit rate that was developed assuming circuit switched646

technology cannot, by definition, and by statute, be considered TELRIC-compliant.647

AT&T’s current tariffed rates are not TERLIC-compliant.648

649

Q. Without a valid cost study to evaluate AT&T’s transit costs, are there some650

benchmarks the Commission may use to develop an interim transit rate?651

38 Circuit-based switching establishes a dedicated electronic circuit for the duration of each call.
A softswitch can combine voice and data traffic into data “packets,” which is more efficient than
individual electronic circuits.
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A. Yes. There are four benchmarks the Commission can use to evaluate AT&T’s652

transit costs in Illinois:653

a) AT&T’s economic switching costs in all territories (including Illinois) per654

its October 13, 2008 letter to the FCC (the “AT&T FCC Letter”) discussed655

below and included in my testimony as Exhibit RGF-3.1;656

b) AT&T’s cost-based transit rates in other states;657

c) AT&T’s current reciprocal compensation rate in Illinois; and,658

d) Frontier’s current reciprocal compensation rate in Illinois.659

660

a. AT&T’s Economic Switching Costs In all Territories (Including661

Illinois) Per Its FCC Letter as a benchmark662

663

Q. Has AT&T publicly provided an estimate of the incremental cost of switching?664

A. Yes. In connection with the FCC’s Intercarrier Compensation proceeding, CC665

Docket No. 01-92, AT&T publicly provided an estimate of the incremental cost of666

switching through its October 13, 2008 letter to the FCC (Exhibit RGF-3.1).667

668

Q. In the AT&T FCC Letter, what was AT&T’s estimate of incremental669

switching costs?670

A. In the AT&T FCC Letter, AT&T addressed the incremental cost of switching. In671

this letter, AT&T stated that the vast majority of switching investment, at least672

80%, was non-traffic sensitive in nature. Non-traffic sensitive costs do not vary673

according to demand, and thus are excluded from an incremental TELRIC cost674
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analysis. AT&T estimated that the incremental cost of switching, under current675

softswitch technology,39 is “between $0.00010 to $0.00024” per minute. AT&T676

then noted that “[t]hese figures are comfortably below the Commission current677

R[eciprocal]C[ompensation] figure of $0.00070 per minute.”40678

679

For discussion purposes, the average of the above range of AT&T’s estimate of its680

intercarrier compensation switching costs per its FCC Letter is $0.00017 per minute681

[($0.00010 + $0.00024)/2]. The AT&T FCC Letter referred to end office682

switching. Generally, the cost of tandem switching is less than the cost of end683

office switching. Even assuming tandem switching and end office switching have684

equal costs, the cost of transit would be $0.00017 per minute, plus a small685

incremental amount for the transport between the AT&T switch and terminating686

network.687

688

b. AT&T’s Cost-Based Transit Rates in Other States as a benchmark689

690

Q. What are AT&T’s transit rates in other states?691

A. AT&T’s transit rates in other states vary widely. Some are simply tariffed rates,692

some are negotiated rates, while some are cost-based rates.693

694

39 Softswitch technology, also referred to as packet switching, is currently being deployed
throughout the telecommunications industry, including by AT&T, and is replacing traditional
circuit-based switches. Circuit-based switching establishes a dedicated electronic circuit for the
duration of each call. A softswitch can combine voice and data traffic into data “packets,” which
is more efficient than individual electronic circuits.
40 AT&T FCC Letter, at page 4 (Exhibit RGF-3.1).
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Q. Do you expect forward-looking economic cost-based rates to vary widely695

between AT&T states?696

A. No. Based on my extensive cost study experience, transit costs do not vary697

significantly between the various AT&T states. As the largest telecommunications698

carrier in the country, AT&T can be expected to use its purchasing power to699

negotiate the lowest costs possible for all AT&T entities. In addition, AT&T is the700

largest telecommunications carrier in each of twenty-two states in which it is the701

dominant ILEC.41 Given its size and purchasing power, there is no reason to expect702

significant cost differences between its operating states in the provision of transit703

services.704

705

To the extent that switching costs are inversely related to volume, i.e., greater706

volumes result in lower per-unit costs, and given the size and traffic volumes in707

Illinois, per-unit costs in Illinois are lower than the average AT&T territory.708

709

Q. What AT&T cost-based transit rates may serve as a benchmark for AT&T’s710

Illinois transit costs?711

A. The lowest AT&T transit rates in Interconnection agreements from other states712

provide a reasonable benchmark of AT&T’s Illinois transit costs. The following713

Table 1 shows the lowest Interconnection agreement transit rates paid by Sprint to714

AT&T:715

41 While AT&T is not the dominant ILEC in Nevada, at the holding company level it is likely to
be the largest telecommunications company in that state.
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Table 1716
AT&T Transit Rates717

718
State

California 0.000663$ (1)
Michigan 0.000454
Texas 0.000947

AT&T Transit Rate

719
720

(1) Per Sprint contract. $0.000629 per call set-up, plus $0.000453 per minute721
of use (“MOU”). Assumes 3 MOU per call set-up.722

723

These rates result from cost-based proceedings. As can be seen, AT&T’s cost-724

based transit rates are as low as $0.000454. There is no economic reason that725

cost-based transit prices for AT&T should be significantly lower in California,726

Michigan, or Texas than in any other state.727

728

c. AT&T’s Reciprocal Compensation Rates in Illinois as a benchmark729

730

Q. What is AT&T’s reciprocal compensation rate in most states?731

A. In most states, including Illinois, AT&T has voluntarily agreed to a reciprocal732

compensation rate of $0.0007 per minute. While this rate is not necessarily733

cost-based, the FCC pointed to negotiated agreements and concluded that such a734

rate was reasonable.42 It is also reasonable to assume that AT&T did not735

voluntarily agree to a rate which is below its actual economic costs for both736

transport and termination. In addition, AT&T used this rate as a benchmark of its737

own in the AT&T FCC Letter, as already discussed.738

42 In the Matter of Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in the
Telecommunications Act of 1996; CC Docket No. 96-98; FCC 01-131; Order on Remand and
Report and Order; Adopted April 18, 2001, Released April 27, 2001. Specifically, paragraph 8:
“These rates [$0.0007] reflect the downward trend in intercarrier compensation rates contained in
recently negotiated interconnection agreements ….”
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739

Q. What functions are included in this reciprocal compensation rate of $0.0007740

per minute?741

A. As shown in Diagram 2, the reciprocal compensation rate includes cost recovery for742

three distinct functions: (1) tandem switching; (2) transport (to the end office); and743

(3) end office switching. As discussed above, Transit Traffic Service consists of744

the tandem switching and potentially a portion of the transport between the tandem745

switch and the Third Party terminating network.746

Diagram 2747
Reciprocal Compensation vs. Transit Traffic Service748

749

Sprint Inter- AT&T Interoffice AT&T AT&T AT&T

Connection Tandem Transport End Office Loop End

Facility Switch Switch User

Transit

Sprint Inter- AT&T Interoffice 3rd Party 3rd Party 3rd Party

Connection Tandem Transport End Office Loop End

Facility Switch Switch User

Reciprocal Compensation

750
751

Q. Using the $0.0007 reciprocal compensation rate as a starting point, what is a752

reasonable benchmark for Transit Traffic Service?753
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A. Based on my extensive cost study experience, the cost of tandem switching is754

generally less than the cost of end office switching.43 Even assuming tandem755

switching and end office switching have equal costs, and the transit provider owns756

50% of the Interconnection Facility, then 50% of the $0.0007 reciprocal757

compensation rate is a reasonable surrogate for the cost of Transit Traffic Service,758

i.e., $0.00035.759

760

d. Frontier’s Reciprocal Compensation Rates in Illinois761

762

Q. What is Frontier’s reciprocal compensation rate in most states?763

A. In Illinois, Frontier has voluntarily agreed to a rate of $0.0004 per minute for all764

Sprint traffic.44 Since AT&T is significantly larger than Frontier, with greater765

economies of scale and scope, AT&T’s per unit costs are significantly less than766

Frontier’s.767

768

Q. What functions are included in this reciprocal compensation rate of $0.0004769

per minute?770

A. Just as with AT&T’s $0.0007 rate, the reciprocal compensation rate of $0.0004771

includes cost recovery for (1) tandem switching; (2) transport (to the end office);772

and (3) end office switching. Again, Transit Traffic Service consists of the tandem773

43 Tandem switching consists of trunk-to-trunk switching in concentrated locations, which
generally involves higher capacities and, therefore, more efficient utilizations.
44 This compensation agreement was originally with Verizon. Frontier purchased the Illinois
territory from Verizon, and Sprint and Frontier are operating under this agreement.
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switching and potentially a portion of the transport between the tandem switch and774

the Third Party terminating network.775

776

Q. Using the Frontier $0.0004 reciprocal compensation rate as a starting point,777

what is a reasonable benchmark for Transit Traffic Service?778

A. Just as with the $0.0007 AT&T reciprocal compensation rate, 50% of the $0.0004779

reciprocal compensation rate is a reasonable surrogate for the cost of Transit Traffic780

Service, i.e., $0.00020.781

782

e. Summary of Benchmarks for AT&T’s Transit Rates783

784

Q. Please summarize your analysis of the benchmarks for AT&T’s transit rates.785

A. To summarize:786

a) The AT&T FCC Letter implies a cost of transit of no more than $0.00017;787

b) AT&T’s cost-based transit rates are as low as $0.000454;788

c) AT&T’s voluntarily adopted reciprocal compensation rate in most of its789

states of $0.0007 per minute implies a cost of transit of no more than790

$0.00035; and,791

d) Frontier voluntarily adopted a reciprocal compensation rate of $0.00040792

with Sprint in all of its territories, which implies a cost of transit of no more793

than $0.00020.794

795
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Q. Please summarize your testimony on a TELRIC-Based Rate for Transit796

Traffic Service.797

A. AT&T’s existing rates for transit of $0.005118 and $0.005318, and the tariffed rate798

of $0.005034, are not TELRIC-compliant, and are exorbitant. Given the above799

benchmarks, an interim transit rate of $0.00035, which is equal to 50% of the800

AT&T reciprocal compensation rate of $0.00070, is reasonable.801

802

Q. Please summarize your testimony on this Issue.803

A. First, AT&T should be required to provide Transit Traffic Services consistent with804

§ 251 of the Act.805

806

Second, AT&T should be required to provide Transit Traffic Services at forward-807

looking economic cost-based rates (TELRIC), consistent with § 252(d) of the Act.808

809

Third, AT&T’s proposed Transit Traffic Service rate is not TELRIC-compliant.810

Until AT&T provides updated TELRIC-based cost studies, a reasonable surrogate811

for Transit Traffic Service is no higher than $0.00035 per minute, and subject to an812

applicable true-up refund following the establishment of AT&T’s TELRIC-based813

transit rate.814

815

Q. What language does Sprint recommend the Commission adopt?816

A. Sprint recommends the Commission adopt the following language:817

5.8.1 Unless otherwise specified, the applicable Transit Traffic Service rate818
applies to all Sprint originated Transit Traffic MOUs. Sprint agrees to819
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compensate AT&T ILLINOIS as a Transit Service Provider at the rate set820
forth in the Pricing Sheet.821

822
6.2.2.4 Transit Services Traffic provided pursuant to this Agreement will be823
compensated at the appropriate rate agreed to between the Parties. As of the824
Effective Date, the Transit Traffic Service rate per minute of use is $0.00035.825

826

Section V.D – Interconnection Facilities Pricing and Cost Sharing827

828

Issue 44 [Section V.D(1)] – Should Interconnection facilities provided by AT&T be829

priced at cost based (i.e., TELRIC) rates?830

831

Q. Please summarize Sprint’s position on these issues.832

A. Sprint is entitled to the appropriate TELRIC-based rates for the Interconnection833

facilities, regardless of how such facilities may have originally been ordered.834

Consistent with the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in the Talk America case,45 the835

facilities between the Sprint network and a POI link the Parties’ respective836

networks are the 47 U.S.C. § 252(c)(2) Interconnection facilities that, pursuant to837

47 U.S.C. § 251(d)(1), are subject to the TELRIC pricing standard.838

839

Q. What is AT&T’s position on this issue?840

45 Talk America, Inc., Petitioner (No. 10-313) v. Michigan Bell Telephone Company dba AT&T
Michigan Orjiakor Isiogu, et al., Petitioners (no. 10-329) v. Michigan Bell Telephone Company
dba AT&T Michigan; Nos. 10-313 and 10-329; Supreme Court of the United States; 131 S. Ct.
2254; 180 L. Ed. 2d; 2011 LEXIS 4375; 79 U.S.L.W. 4442; 22 Fla. L. Weekly Fed. S 1100; 53
Comm. Reg. (P & F) 343; March 30, 2011, Argued; June 9, 2011, Decided * * Together with No.
1-0329, Isiogu et al. v. Michigan Bell Telephone Co. dba AT&T Michigan, also on certiorari to
same court (“Talk America”).
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A. As I understand AT&T’s position, AT&T acknowledges that it will provide841

Interconnection facilities at TELRIC; however, as discussed in the testimony of Mr.842

Mark G. Felton under Issue 20, AT&T imposes conditions on its obligation. For843

example, AT&T contends it is not required to provide TELRIC pricing for the piece844

of network that links a Sprint switch to the POI on AT&T’s network unless (1) that845

facility is used exclusively for Interconnection as defined in 47 C.F.R. § 51.5, and846

(2) must be ordered pursuant to the Interconnection Agreement. Therefore, if any847

portion of the facility is used for anything else, or if existing facilities are not848

disconnected and re-established, the facilities are subject to tariffed access rates849

which are not TELRIC-based.850

851

Q. Why does Sprint object to AT&T’s conditions for TELRIC pricing?852

A. Sprint objects to AT&T’s conditions because these conditions are so onerous as to853

make AT&T’s offer to provide TELRIC pricing on Interconnection facilities854

economically infeasible to implement and, therefore, meaningless.855

856

Q. How should the rate for direct Interconnection facilities be determined?857

A. The rates charged by AT&T for direct Interconnection facilities it provides should858

be based on forward-looking economic costs (TELRIC), consistent with FCC rules,859

regardless of how originally ordered.860

861

ATT does not dispute that it will provide Interconnection facilities at TELRIC-862

based rates and those rates are included in the Pricing Sheets. However, AT&T is863
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attempting to thwart the implementation of the Talk America decision by requiring864

that Sprint disconnect its existing Interconnection facilities and re-order those exact865

same facilities in order to obtain the TELRIC pricing.866

867

Q. Do you agree with AT&T’s position that Sprint’s language would violate the868

terms of the tariff from which the Interconnection facilities were originally869

ordered?870

A. No. The Talk America decision clarified that Interconnection facilities were subject871

to TELRIC pricing, not special access tariff rates.872

873

Q. How does Sprint propose to address this issue?874

A. The Interconnection facilities can be re-priced at TELRIC pricing through a875

nonchargeable administrative billing records change. It is not necessary to876

disconnect these existing facilities and re-order, as AT&T would propose. The877

effect of AT&T’s approach is to make the TELRIC pricing as burdensome as878

possible.879

880

Q. What language does Sprint recommend the Commission adopt?881

A. Sprint recommends the Commission adopt the following language:882

3.8 Interconnection Facilities Costs883
884

3.8.1 Beginning with the Effective Date, regardless of how previously885
ordered, all recurring and non-recurring rates and charges (“Rates/Charges”)886
charged by AT&T ILLINOIS for Interconnection facilities that AT&T887
ILLINOIS provides to Sprint shall be provided at forward looking TELRIC888
(Total Element Long Run Incremental Cost) based rates.889

890
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891

Issue 45 [Section V.D(2)] – If the answer to V.D(1) is yes, should Sprint’s proposed892

language governing Interconnection facilities / Arrangements and rates be included893

in the Agreement?894

895

Q. Please summarize Sprint’s position on these issues.896

A. As stated in Issue 44, above, Sprint is entitled to obtain TELRIC pricing treatment897

for Interconnection facilities, even when the underlying transport facility is used898

for both dedicated Interconnection purposes and other purposes. Until the899

Commission convenes a new TELRIC proceeding, the rates established by the900

Commission in Docket Nos. 96-0569 and 96-0486 for Entrance Facilities and901

Interoffice Transport shall apply. Should the Commission convene a new TELRIC902

proceeding, new TELRIC rates should be immediately available to Sprint.903

904

Q. What is AT&T’s position on this issue?905

A. As I understand AT&T’s position, even if the Commission establishes TELRIC906

pricing in a future proceeding, Sprint would not be automatically entitled to those907

rates, but must go through a formal process to amend the Interconnection908

Agreement. In addition, AT&T does not clearly identify its opposition to Sprint’s909

“DS1/DS1 equivalents basis” language.910

911

Q. What does Sprint mean by the phrase “DS1/DS1 equivalents basis?”912
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A. This simply means that the TELRIC rates for DS1 Interconnection facilities will be913

equal to the TELRIC DS1 rates for Entrance Facilities and Interoffice Transport as914

already determined by the Commission; and, TELRIC rates for DS3915

Interconnection facilities will be equal to the TELRIC DS3 rates for Entrance916

Facilities and Interoffice Transport as already determined by the Commission.917

918

Q. What purpose is served by requiring facility pricing to be applied on a919

DS1/DS1 equivalents basis?920

A. Sprint acknowledges that TELRIC Interconnection pricing is only applicable to that921

portion of a facility that represents dedicated use for Interconnection purposes. It922

is, however, common to have dedicated DS1 capacity trunks for different purposes923

“ride” a higher capacity transport facility. For example, a DS3 transport facility924

between the Sprint network and the POI on the AT&T network, with a capacity of925

28 DS1s, could carry 21 DS1 trunks dedicated to the exchange of Interconnection926

traffic and, at the same time, carry 7 DS1s dedicated to Sprint backhaul purposes.927

While the portion of the DS3 dedicated to Interconnection purposes should be928

provided at TELRIC prices, the backhaul portion of the facility could be subject to929

tariff special access pricing. In this example, the total price of the DS3 facility930

would be weighted 75% at TELRIC-based prices (21 DS1s / 28 DS1s) and 25% at931

special access prices (7 DS1s / 28 DS1s).932

933

Under AT&T approach, Sprint never receives TELRIC pricing on the portion of a934

high capacity facility unless the entire high capacity facility is used for935
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Interconnection purposes. In reality, that is not a practical application of how high936

capacity facilities are provisioned and used.937

938

Q. What language does Sprint recommend the Commission adopt?939

A. Sprint recommends the Commission adopt the following language:940

3.8.2 For purposes of effecting TELRIC based rates the following will apply941
on a DS1/DS1 equivalents basis:942

943
3.8.2.1 The rate charged by AT&T ILLINOIS for Interconnection facilities944
will be the Rates/Charges set forth in the Pricing Attachment and Pricing945
Sheets (the TELRIC-based rates established by the Illinois Commerce946
Commission in Docket Nos. 96-0569 and 96-0486; or947

948
3.8.2.2 Upon approval by the Commission of an AT&T ILLINOIS forward949
looking economic cost study in any arbitration proceeding or other cost950
proceeding subsequent to the effective date of this Agreement, such approved951
TELRIC-based Rates/Charges shall be immediately available to Sprint952
without amendment to the Agreement and or Pricing Sheets.953

954

Issue 46 [Section V.D(3)] – Should Interconnection facilities cost be equally shared955

(50/50 basis)?956

957

Q. Please summarize Sprint’s position on this issue.958

A. It is undisputed that the Interconnection Facility connects the parties’ respective959

networks for the mutual exchange of traffic; typically, the facility that connects960

Sprint’s network to the POI on AT&T’s network. Sprint’s position is that the costs961

of that facility should be apportioned equally between the two parties. This962

represents an application of the FCC’s cost sharing rules, 47 CFR §§ 51.507(c) and963

51.709(b), in a manner that is now consistent with the FCC’s CAF Order which964
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makes it clear that both the calling and called parties equally benefit from a call;965

and, thus, both the originating and terminating carriers equally benefit from a call.966

967

Q. What is AT&T’s position on this issue?968

A. As I understand AT&T’s position, AT&T expects Sprint to pay for 100% of the969

cost of the Interconnection Facility, despite the fact that AT&T’s end-users970

obviously use and benefit from the existence of this Interconnection Facility. Since971

the POI is located at the AT&T switch, AT&T contends Sprint is responsible for972

100% of the Interconnection Facility because all of such facility is on “Sprint’s-973

side” of the POI. This leaves Sprint 100% financially responsible for the cost of the974

actual Interconnection Facility between the parties’ respective networks, even975

though AT&T uses that Interconnection Facility to send traffic to Sprint.976

Additionally, AT&T refuses to recognize that a competing carrier is entitled to both977

TELRIC-priced Interconnection facilities and the sharing of the TELRIC costs978

associated with such facilities.979

980

Q. Prior to the CAF Order, how were the costs of dedicated Interconnection981

facilities to be shared between two directly interconnected parties?982

A. The FCC’s sharing rules, 51.507(c) and 51.709(b) provide as follows:983

[51.507(c)] The costs of shared facilities shall be recovered in a manner that984
efficiently apportions costs among users. Costs of shared facilities may be985
apportioned either through usage-sensitive charges or capacity-based flat-986
rated charges, if the state commission finds that such rates reasonably reflect987
the costs imposed by the various users.988

989
[51.709(b)] The rate of a carrier providing transmission facilities dedicated to990
the transmission of traffic between two carriers’ networks shall recover only991
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the costs of the proportion of that trunk capacity used by an interconnecting992
carrier to send traffic that will terminate on the providing carrier’s network.993
Such proportions may be measured during peak periods.994

995

Q. What is Sprint’s understanding of the FCC’s cost sharing rules as996

implemented prior to the CAF Order?997

A. That two interconnecting carriers shared the cost of a dedicated transmission998

facility that was used to interconnect their respective networks for the mutual999

exchange of traffic, based upon the carrier’s respective proportionate use of such1000

facility.1001

1002

Q. How should the CAF Order affect the implementation of the FCC’s cost-1003

sharing rules?1004

A. The FCC’s CAF Order is consistent with Sprint’s position and inconsistent with1005

AT&T’s position. As explicitly pointed out in the CAF Order, interconnection1006

benefits the end-user customers of both Sprint and AT&T by allowing the end-user1007

customers of both parties to make and receive calls.46 In light of the rejection of the1008

Calling Party’s Network Pays rule, coupled with the recognition that each carrier’s1009

customer equally benefits from any given call there is no longer any need to1010

determine proportionality based upon which party’s customer may originate a given1011

call. Now, the cost of the facilities should simply be equally shared on a 50% /1012

50% basis.1013

1014

Q. What language does Sprint recommend the Commission adopt?1015

46 CAF Order, paragraph 775, footnote 1409.
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A. Sprint recommends the Commission adopt the following language:1016

3.9 Interconnection Facilities Sharing1017
1018

3.9.1 As of the Effective Date the recurring and non-recurring costs of1019
Interconnection facilities utilizing two-way Trunks shall be equally shared by1020
the parties. AT&T ILLINOIS shall not charge Sprint for any costs associated1021
with the origination or delivery of any Third Party traffic delivered by AT&T1022
ILLINOIS to Sprint.1023

1024
3.9.2 When a party establishes Interconnection facilities using one-way1025
Trunks, the party utilizing such Facility is responsible for all recurring and1026
non-recurring costs of that Facility.1027

1028

Issue 47 [Section V.D(4)] – Should the Billing Party discount the invoice for1029

Interconnection facilities by fifty percent (50%) to reflect an equal sharing of the1030

costs?1031

1032

Q. What is Sprint’s position on this issue?1033

A. AT&T should not bill Sprint for the entire cost of the Interconnection Facility.1034

AT&T should bill Sprint only for Sprint’s portion of the Interconnection Facility,1035

by applying a credit for AT&T’s portion. For example, assuming the cost of the1036

facility is shared 50% / 50% consistent with the FCC’s CAF order, AT&T should1037

simply apply a 50% credit to the cost of the facility. This is administratively easy1038

to implement.1039

1040

AT&T should not bill for the full amount of the facility and then require Sprint to1041

separately seek a credit or render a “counter-bill” in order to realize the sharing1042

requirement. Sprint’s position is also consistent with 47 C.F.R. §51.709(b), which1043

would require AT&T as the provider of an Interconnection Facility to only charge1044
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Sprint for the portion of the Interconnection Facility used by Sprint to originate1045

Sprint traffic.1046

1047

Q. What is AT&T’s position on this issue?1048

A. As I understand AT&T’s position, AT&T ignores the basic premise that sharing is1049

appropriate, regardless of whether or not both parties benefit equally from the1050

Interconnection Facility.1051

1052

Q. Why does Sprint object to AT&T’s position?1053

A. Facilities used for Interconnection should be subject to equal sharing regardless of1054

how those facilities were originally provisioned. Also, since AT&T typically owns1055

the Interconnection Facility, it would be grossly inefficient for AT&T to bill Sprint1056

for 100% of the Interconnection Facility, and then require Sprint to bill AT&T for1057

50% of the cost for AT&T’s portion. AT&T should simply apply a 50% credit and1058

bill Sprint for 50% of the cost of the facility.1059

1060

Q. What definition language does Sprint recommend the Commission adopt?1061

A. Sprint recommends the Commission adopt the following definition:1062

3.9.3 Except to the extent otherwise provided in Section 3.8 and this Section1063
3.9, or as may be mutually agreed by the Parties, billing for Interconnection1064
facilities will be on a monthly basis, with invoices rendered and payments due1065
in the same time frames and manner as billings for other services subject to1066
the terms and conditions of this Agreement.1067

1068
3.9.3.1 Unless another process is mutually agreed to by the Parties, on each1069
invoice rendered by a party for Interconnection facilities utilizing two-way1070
trunking, the Billing Party will reduce its charges for such Facilities by 50%.1071
The Billing Party will reflect such reduction on its invoice as a dollar credit1072
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reduction to the Interconnection facilities equipment charges to the Billed1073
Party, and also identify such credit by circuit identification number(s) on a per1074
DS-1 equivalents basis.1075

1076
Pricing Schedule1077

1078
1.3.2 Recurring Charges for monthly-rated Interconnection-Services shall be1079
equally shared by the Parties.1080

1081
1.3.3 A party shall bill for monthly-rated Interconnection-Services charges1082
which are equally shared. The Billing Party will reduce its charges to the1083
Billed Party by fifty (50%) percent and reflect such reduction on its invoice.1084

1085
1.4.2 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, or for orders initiated1086
in response to a request by AT&T ILLINOIS, Sprint shall pay its equal share1087
of any applicable service order processing/administration charges for each1088
service order submitted by Sprint to AT&T ILLINOIS to process requests for1089
installation, disconnection, rearrangement, change, or record order as1090
appropriate under this Agreement. For orders initiated in response to requests1091
by AT&T for which Sprint does not otherwise have an obligation under this1092
Agreement, Sprint is not responsible for any applicable service order1093
processing/administration charges.1094

1095

Issue 49 [Section V.D(6)] – Should AT&T require Sprint to issue ASRs and be1096

allowed to charge Sprint for any billing reclassifications or changes to the existing1097

interconnection arrangements to receive TELRIC-based rates?1098

1099

Q. What is Sprint’s position on this issue?1100

A. Sprint should not be required to issue Access Service Requests (“ASR”), nor should1101

Sprint be required to pay AT&T for billing reclassification or changes in order to1102

implement TELRIC-based rates on existing interconnection arrangements. Any1103

changes to Interconnection Facility charges associated with the implementation of1104

this Agreement can be handled as non-chargeable administrative billing records1105
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change. At most, if not non-chargeable, then only a nominal billing records1106

adjustment charge should be allowed (e.g. no more than $10 per affected circuit).1107

1108

Q. What is AT&T’s position on this issue?1109

A. As I understand AT&T’s position, in order to implement TELRIC-based pricing on1110

existing interconnection arrangements, AT&T would require Sprint to issue ASRs1111

to disconnect existing circuits, and then re-order the same circuits under the new1112

Interconnection Agreement.1113

1114

Q. Why does Sprint object to AT&T’s language?1115

A. AT&T’s language would require Sprint to treat re-priced facilities as new facilities,1116

requiring Sprint to issue ASRs and to pay new non-recurring charges as if Sprint1117

was ordering and provisioning new facilities. But, simply changing the price on an1118

existing facility to a TELRIC-based rate does not involve any physical rearranging1119

of the facility. AT&T’s position simply places additional costs upon Sprint.1120

1121

Q. What language does Sprint recommend the Commission adopt?1122

A. Sprint recommends the Commission adopt the following language:1123

1124
3.5.4 Sprint proposed Sections 3.8.3 and 3.8.4 language below addresses the1125
implementation of pricing changes associated with this Agreement.1126

1127
3.8.3 AT&T ILLINOIS shall implement all changes or reductions for1128
previously established Interconnection facilities as non-chargeable record-1129
keeping billing adjustments at its own cost, and shall not impose any1130
disconnection, re-connection, or re-arrangement requirements or charges of1131
any type upon Sprint as a pre-requisite to Sprint receiving such reduced1132
TELRIC based Rates/Charges for Interconnection facilities. AT&T1133
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ILLINOIS and Sprint will cooperate to identify the existing Interconnection1134
facilities and implement the rate changes or reductions on a project basis1135
within 90 calendar days of the Effective Date of this Agreement. For the sake1136
of clarity, AT&T ILLINOIS will true-up and implement the billing1137
adjustments retroactively to the Effective Date of the Agreement.1138

1139
3.8.4 Neither party intends to charge rearrangement, reconfiguration,1140
disconnection, termination or other non-recurring fees that may be associated1141
with the initial reconfiguration of either party's network Interconnection1142
arrangement to conform to the terms and conditions contained in this1143
Agreement.1144

1145

1146

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION1147

1148

Q. Please Summarize your Direct Testimony.1149

A. The FCC’s CAF Order, which established Bill-and-Keep as the default1150

methodology for all intercarrier compensation, supports Sprint’s position that1151

interconnections facilities should be shared equally.1152

1153

Issue 33 – Sprint should not have to indemnify AT&T for Third Party billing for1154

Sprint originated traffic.1155

1156

Issue 43 – (1) AT&T must provide Traffic Transit Service per § 251 of the Act; (2)1157

AT&T must provide Transit Traffic Service at TELRIC-based rates per § 252 of the1158

Act; and (3) $0.00035 is a reasonable proxy until AT&T provides TELRIC-based1159

rates.1160

1161
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Issue 44 – Consistent with the Talk America decision, Sprint is entitled to TELRIC-1162

based rates for Interconnection facilities, regardless of how such facilities may have1163

originally been ordered.1164

1165

Issue 45 – Sprint is entitled to obtain TELRIC pricing treatment for Interconnection1166

facilities, even when the underlying transport facility is used for both dedicated1167

Interconnection purposes and other purposes.1168

1169

Issue 46 – Consistent with the FCC’s CAF Order, the cost of Interconnection1170

facilities should be equally shared between Sprint and AT&T.1171

1172

Issue 47 – AT&T should bill Sprint 50% of the cost of shared Interconnection1173

facilities.1174

1175

Issue 49 – Sprint should not be required to issue Access Service Requests (“ASR”),1176

nor should Sprint be required to pay AT&T for billing reclassification or changes in1177

order to implement TELRIC-based rates on existing interconnection arrangements.1178

1179

Q. Does this conclude your Direct Testimony?1180

A. Yes, it does.1181




